NATIVE PRIDE DANCERS: LARRY YAZZIE
Thursday, September 26, 2019 | 1:30 PM  | Wilcox Theater, $10
Larry is an actor, two-time World Champion Fancy Dancer, an Eagle Dancer, and is from the Meskwaki Nation in Tama, Iowa. His repertoire includes performances at the Olympics, The Kennedy Center, and the Smithsonian Institute. This show is in celebration of Indigenous Peoples’ Day.

BILL & KATE ISLES
Tuesday, November 12, 2019 | 1:30 PM | Ives Studio Theater, $10
Bill & Kate Isles are acoustic singer/songwriters based in Duluth, Minnesota. Using a wide variety of musical styles, their performances carry audiences through a broad landscape of experiences from metaphorical worlds to small town family stories and to zany comedy.

We look forward to offering national touring arts, music, and theater shows to your community members at the Reif Performing Arts Center!
The Senior Series show is designed to offer early, weekday, afternoon performances featuring pie and coffee after the show! This series allows groups representing our regional senior community-living facilities to enjoy shows at the Reif. Many people from our aging community have traditionally not attended shows due to concerns with nighttime vision constraints, limitations on transportation, etc. All shows are sixty-minutes in length and cost only $10! Staff is also welcome to join, we offer one free ticket for each 10 paid patrons and all bus/shuttle drivers are FREE!

CONTACT THE REIF BOX OFFICE TO BOOK YOUR SENIOR GROUP!
(218) 327-5780 | BOXOFFICE@REIFCENTER.ORG
MISS LILLIAN - A LIFE OF SERVICE
Thursday, February 6, 2020 | 1:30 PM  Ives Studio Theater, $10
Lillian Carter was more than President Jimmy Carter’s mother, she was a social activist, humanitarian, nurse, peanut farmer, and nurturer. This one-woman docudrama introduces us to this woman who refused to bow to the attitudes of her southern surroundings.

NASHVILLE LEGACY
Thursday, March 12, 2020  | 1:30 PM      Wilcox Theater, $10
Floyd Cramer and Chet Atkins. Legends at their instruments, giants in the music industry. Though they have passed, their legacy lives on through Floyd’s grandson, Jason Coleman, and Chet’s niece, Meagan Taylor. Jason and Meagan bring life to the Nashville Sound, playing all their family hits.

CALL OF THE WILD
Tuesday, May 5, 2020 | 2:30 PM     Wilcox Theater, $10
Jack London’s classic tale comes to life on stage. This multi-media adventure mixes performance and storytelling with projected illustrations to tell the story of Buck, the magnificent offspring of a St. Bernard and Scottish Collie. Kidnapped from his lavish life on a California estate and sent to work as a sled dog during the great Klondike Gold Rush of the 1800s. A thrilling tale of courage and survival.

BARLEY JACKS
Tuesday, April 7, 2020 | 1:30 PM      Wilcox Theater, $10
The Barley Jacks sing original vocals and play jaw-dropping instrumentals in a spirit of excitement and fun. Masters of the fiddle, guitar, bass and drum who meld their divergent backgrounds of blues and bluegrass, classical and Celtic, R & B and bebop to create something entirely new.

ABY WOLF
Thursday, January 30, 2020 | 1:30 PM   Ives Studio Theater, $10
New works composed by Aby Wolf of Minneapolis, in collaboration with Eric Mayson and Grant Cutler, and performed by a cast of renowned musicians as comfortable in experimentation as virtuosity.